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metal center on the development of stereochemistry at an ad
jacent carbon. Since other nucleophiles can be expected to react 
similarly to L i ^ H s ^ B H , and stereospecific methods for 
metal-alkyl bond cleavages have been developed for related 
systems,17 important extensions of these reactions in asym
metric organic synthesis can be anticipated. 
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Metal Atom to Cluster to Bulk Transformations. 
Electron Spin Resonance Studies of Silver Atoms in 
Rare Gas Matrices at 12 K. Quantum Size Effect 

Sir: 

The controlled clustering of silver atoms in a wide variety 
of matrices has directed attention to the general question of 
the fundamental interrelationship between metal cluster 
nuclearity and molecular and bulk properties, as seen through 
the eye of various spectroscopies. A number of groups have 
recently examined the optical absorption spectra of very small 
silver clusters generated by matrix cryochemical methods and 
have used the appearance of a surface plasma absorption as 
one criterion for establishing the onset of bulk silver micro-
crystalline properties, from that of molecular silver cluster 
behavior.1 "3 Although the nuclearity determination above six 
silver atoms is not yet firmly established, a relatively smooth 
conversion from a one-electron molecular eigenstate cluster 
picture into that of conduction band bulk-like character is 
emerging from this "optical-electronic" image of the very early 
stages of silver nucleation.1-3 

Along with the optical absorption measurements of the 
embryonic stages of silver cluster growth, we have also recently 
conducted a series of ESR measurements, in a designed at
tempt to collect complementary structural and electronic in
formation for the paramagnetic species present in the silver 
cluster system. It is the purpose of this communication to report 
that, by simultaneously monitoring the optical and ESR 
spectra for Ag/inert gas samples deposited onto a sapphire 
rod,12 it is possible to establish that the onset of collective 
electronic excitations in silver clusters around a nuclearity of 
~6-13 atoms1'2'3 is accompanied in the ESR spectrum by the 
appearance of a conduction electron spin resonance (C ESR) 
whose band width and g-shift behavior provides one of the few, 
direct experimental verifications of "quantum size effects" in 
very small metal particles.4 

At high silver concentrations in Ar or Kr matrices (1:102~3), 
or after extensive matrix annealing or photoaggregation1 of 
matrices dilute in silver (1:103~4), the samples showed only 
weak ESR lines corresponding to the hyperfine components 
of isolated 107Ag/109Ag atoms5 (nuclear spin / = '/2 in both 
cases, with roughly equal natural isotopic abundances), as well 
as a resonance around the free electron value of g = 2, whose 
intensity, band width, and associated fine structure depended 
on the matrix preparation and pretreatment mentioned above 
(Figure 1). According to earlier ESR studies of small metal 
particles,6 it would appear that this latter resonance is a 
composite of two contributions: (i) sharp lines associated with 
a range of silver aggregates with molecular cluster properties 
(four to six atoms suggested optically),1 '2'3 rather than metal 
microcrystallite properties, and (ii) a broader C ESR line as-
cribable to small silver microcrystallites on which the sharp 
lines (i) are superimposed. The temperature dependence of 
these ESR spectra indicate that silver atomic features decay 
to 0 in Ar at ~30-35 K, while the resonances associated with 
molecular silver clusters disappear at ~40-45 K, leaving be
hind the broader, small-particle C ESR. This type of behavior 
seems to be mirroring the metal atom to cluster to bulk 
transformations observed in the corresponding optical 
spectra.'_3 
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Figure 1. Representative matrix ESR spectra of Ag/inert gas samples 
deposited at 10-12 K after various photoaggregation1 and annealing 
pretreatments (A) Ag/Ar ^ 6 X l O-4, after a 60-min irradiation at 3 1 5 
nm (Oriel 600-W xenon lamp, Schoeffel monochromator assembly, band 
pass 8 nm) followed by 40-min annealing in the range of 10-40 K (v = 
9.330GHz), (B) Ag/Ar ^ 3 X 1O-4, after 60-min annealing in the range 
of 10-43 K (V = 9.33OGHz)1(C) Ag/Kr =* 4.5 X 10"3, after a 15-min 
irradiation at 322 nm followed by 20-min annealing in the range of 10-50 
K (v = 9.270 GHz), showing a composite picture of sharp lines associated 
with a range of silver aggregates with molecular properties, superimposed 
on a broader conduction electron spin resonance line (C ESR) ascribed 
to silver microcrystals; see text. (Note that the data displayed in Figure 
2 refers to the C ESR band widths and g shifts measured under conditions 
such that the narrower lines associated with molecular silver aggregates 
were sufficiently small, not to adversely effect the accuracy of the exper
imental analysis of the C ESR spectra.) 

For very small metal crystals, the boundary conditions im
posed on the conduction electrons cause the conduction energy 
levels to become discrete and separated by energies which are 
large compared with thermal or other important energies. 
Properties which arise from the energy gap 5 near the Fermi 
level are known as quantum size effects.4 Kubo,7 Gor'kov,8 and 
Kawabata9 have principally developed the electronic theory 
for such fine metal particles. In particular, Kawabata9 pre
dicted that the quantum size effect associated with these small 
aggregates could, under certain conditions, be observed in the 
conduction electron spin resonance spectra, which should differ 
markedly from that of the bulk. Particle size dependencies of 
the C ESR line widths and g shifts have been proposed and 
should be observable in microcrystals smaller than roughly 100 
A.6-10 With this in mind, the experimental results of the 
present study for Ag/Ar and Ag/Kr deposits are collected 
together in Figure 2, for both the line width and g shift of the 
C ESR as a function of silver atom density (related to particle 
size). To appreciate the significance of these data, a brief look 
at the related background theory is in order.6-10 

As the silver particle size decreases, the electron levels of the 
conduction band become discrete rather than quasicontinuous, 
and the average spacing <5 between adjacent levels near the 
Fermi level eventually dominates the Zeeman energy, h<j)z. To 
understand the accompanying changes in the C ESR line width 
and g shift, one must enquire into the mechanism of the re-
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Figure 2. Collected data for the C ESR line widths and g shifts for Ag/inert 
gas =a 1/5 X 103 to 1/2 X 102 mixtures deposited at 10-12 K. annealed 
to 40-60 K, and recooled to 10-12 K for spectral recording purposes: argon 
results, open squares and circles; krypton results, solid squares and cir
cles. 

laxation of conduction electron spins. Following Smithard,6a 

the spin-relaxation time, T2, of the bulk metal, originally dis
cussed by Elliot,1' can be related approximately to the resis
tivity scattering TR by 

1/T2 = C / T R (D 
where C depends on the square of the spin-orbit coupling 
contribution, Agso2, to the g shift of the bulk metal (where 
Agso — Agbuik — V AE, where X is the spin-orbit coupling 
constant and AE the band-gap energy). However, surface 
scattering effects, as well as resistivity collisions, must be 
considered for the total electron scattering time in small metal 
particles, and, following Kawabata,9 the spin-relaxation time 
becomes 

\/T2=C(\/TR + 2VF/d) (2) 

where Vf is the Fermi velocity and d the particle diameter, 
replacing the electron mean free path..It is assumed that C, the 
spin relaxation probability per scattering collision, is the same 
for both processes. (Classically speaking, when an electron is 
scattered at the surface of a small particle, translational in-
variance is broken and a spin flip occurs, the probability of the 
latter depending on the spin-orbit coupling strength.) For 
particles sufficiently small to satisfy both conditions, 5 » hoo: 
and T5 » h, Kawabata9 showed that the normal relaxation 
effect expressed in eq 2 would be quenched by a factor hoo:/8 
(because electron movement between the discrete levels will 
be blocked), and quantum size effects would be manifested in 
the form of a modified relaxation time given by 

l / r 2 = C(I/TR + IV Y Jd)HiX,-Jh (3) 

Remembering that, for particles of arbitrary shape, 5 near the 
Fermi level is given approximately by E p/N (the Fermi energy 
divided by the total number of conduction electrons in the 
particle) and therefore 5 varies as d~3, one can easily see that 
the C ESR line width will increase at first from the bulk value 
as the particle size decreases because of the d~l surface effect 
(eq 2) and will then continue to decrease sharply (with the g 
shift9), owing to the d2 quantum size effect (eq 3). With this 
basic information at hand, the C ESR line widths (and g shifts) 
for Ag/Ar and Ag/Kr deposits in the range of 1/5 X 103 to 1/2 
X 102 displayed in graphical form in Figure 2, can be under
stood. The observed changes in C ESR band widths (15-35 G) 
and g shifts (2.013-2.028) shown in Figure 2, together with 
the accompanying growth in amplitude with silver concen
tration, matrix annealing, and silver atom photoaggregation,1 
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can be considered to verify the predictions of the theory of 
Kawabata,9 and represents one of the few, direct experimental 
observations of quantum size effects (see ref 4 for an excellent 
up to date account of the field) in fine metallic particles, as first 
discussed some 43 years ago by Frohlich.10 

It is also worth noting that a plot of the measured g shift vs. 
line width yields a reasonably linear correlation (in agreement 
with the prediction of the theory9) which gives an extrapolated 
Agso = 0.026 ± 0.006. This corresponds to the experimental 
value of the contribution of the spin-orbit coupling to the g shift 
of the bulk, which is reasonably close to the value Agso = 0.03 
calculated for bulk silver6 by Elliot's theory" (using Agbuik 
^ AgS0 =* X/ Af, with X = 0.115 and A f = 3.87 eV). 

According to the theory of Kawabata,9 a C ESR line width 
of ~25 G corresponds to a silver particle diameter of roughly 
10 A (see Figure 2), a dimension close to that expected for a 
close-packed, 13-atom silver cluster. This estimate places the 
ESR data in line with the conclusions drawn from the corre
sponding optical experiments,1 3 which used the appearance 
of the surface plasma absorption as a criterion for establishing 
the onset of the molecular silver cluster to bulk silver particle 
transformation. Although the details of these spectra have yet 
to be deciphered, it would appear that the quantum size effect 
is being detected in these ESR-optical matrix experiments, 
and can therefore provide crucial information on the transition 
metal cluster to bulk metal. 
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sjn,en«/o-Tetracyclo[6.2.1.136.027]dodec-2-yIium 
Cations. Kinetic and Chemical Consequences 
of Fusing Norbornyl Systems across Common 
C2,C3 Segments 

Sir: 

We wish to draw attention to some of the novel structural 
features of compound 1, a molecule constructed of two amal
gamated norbornyl frameworks having the tertiary substituent 
simultaneously oriented exo to both bicyclic units. The sol-
volysis of lb proceeds at a rate in excess of that of 2-tert-
butyl-2-f?.vo-norbornyl/>-nitrobenzoate,' qualifying this sub
stance as the most highly reactive saturated tertiary derivative 
presently known. Further, 1 is seen to ionize 1.25 X 103 times 
faster than its benzologue 2 in 80% dioxane, this margin being 
substantially larger than any heretofore uncovered in nor-
bornyl-benzonorbornenyl structural pairs. The studies in
volving 1 and 2 supplement extensive previous work on nor
bornyl cations2 and, in particular, permit assessment of several 
aspects of the chemistry of these species not possible before. 
For example, it is our belief that a participation in 1 to form 
either or both of the nonclassica! intermediates 4a and 4b 
cannot be important in this system. These canonical structures 
differ so greatly in energy from their classical counterpart 3 
that resonance between them is not considered significant. 

i z 

£ , R=H ; b, ,R=PNB; J,,R = CH3 a , R = H ; £ , R= DN B; £ , R= CHj 

+ H H + H 

3 4a 4b 

Alcohols la and 2a were prepared from the corresponding 
olefins3 by sequential epoxidation and reduction. The action 
of lithium in anhydrous ethylenediamine gave la, mp 100-101 
0 C , in 94% yield, whereas lithium in liquid ammonia-tetra-
hydrofuran at - 4 0 0C provided 2a, mp 95-96 °C.4-5 The esters 
were obtained by conventional reaction with the appropriate 
acid chloride in pyridine solution. /j-Nitrobenzoate lb was 
solvolyzed in 80% acetone and 80% dioxane. The analogous 
derivative of 2 proved too unreactive under the same conditions. 
Consequently, recourse was made to the 3,5-dinitrobenzoate 
(2b), where solubility considerations dictated the use of 80% 
dioxane as solvent. The kinetic determinations and thermo
dynamic parameters are summarized in Table I.6 Product 
distribution and yield data for both solvolysis and methanolysis 
are collected in Table II. 

Theory and previous experience with solvent polarity effects 
lead one to expect a slight rate enhancement for lb in 80% 
acetone (Y = -0.673) relative to 80% dioxane (Y = -0.833).7 

As is clear from Table II, both lb and 2b ionize without skeletal 
isomerization to return unrearranged alcohol or methyl ether, 
as well as substantial levels of the internal olefins from which 
they were originally derived. The factor of 1250 by which the 
fused benzene ring in 2b decelerates ionization of the tertiary 
exo leaving group (at 250C) is much larger in magnitude than 
values obtained for either the secondary pair 5/68 or the series 
of tertiary /7-nitrobenzoates 7/8.9 This phenomenon should 
not be viewed as the result of decreased levels of anchimeric 
assistance in 2 relative to the model systems, where it is already 
recognized to be at a low level or nonexistent.9" Rather, 
molecular models of 1 dramatically reflect the fact that ground 
states of syn,endo-te\.ra.Q\c\o[6.2.1.13'6.02-7]dodecanes (e.g., 
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